, becoming available only very close to or after a cycle's start and often departing from the actual events (Usoskin and Mursula, 2003; Pesnell, 2008; Hathaway and Wilson, 2016 ; NOAA, 2009), although recently proxies like the solar background magnetic field enable new approaches (e.g. Zharkova et al., 2015) . In the current article a deterministic model is presented for the quantitative description of the cycles' evolution, in terms of the number of M and X-class solar flares. Section 2 presents the used data and conventions; the derivation of the model and its results and predictions are presented in Section 3, with a brief discussion found in Section 4. A preliminary form of this work first appeared in February 2017 (Petrakou, 2017 ).
Data and conventions
The observable of choice in studies of the solar cycle has traditionally been sunspots, however the last four decades made possible the daily recordings of The end of each cycle is defined by the start of the next one.
All quoted angles will refer to the relative heliocentric ecliptic longitude be- 
Observations and calculation
The model is initiated by the empirical observation that solar activity in terms of energetic flares tends to peak around the dates of alignment of Jupiter and Saturn, and be bound within the surrounding range roughly defined by the dates of their quadrature ( Fig.2.a) . However, as we progress from cycles 21 to 24 the activity is "dragged" further away from the alignment towards later dates ( Fig.2.b ). As this lagging is compatible with the staggering between the two planets' synodic period and the observed solar cycles duration of ∼11 years, it can be asked whether the evolution of solar activity is the coupled effect of two contributions: an internal mechanism generating the 11-year cycle, presumably of magnetic origin, and a triggering associated with the approach and retreat of Jupiter and Saturn. This proposition can be quantified by assuming that the effects of each contribution can be expressed by a Gaussian distribution with known mean and roughly known standard deviation: the distribution corresponding to the internal component would be centered on the temporal middles of cycles and span somewhat less than 11 years; and the distribution corresponding to the "Jupiter- There is no obvious asymmetry in the distributions between the northern and southern hemispheres, with the exception of the two local maxima close to the predicted maximum counts for cycles 23 and 24, which are both "spikes" from the southern hemisphere. The inclusion of C-class flares "blurs" the shape of the distributions with the disproportionate number of low-energy events, but does not change qualitatively the picture. Furthermore, if the total brightness is examined instead of counts, the inclusion of all three classes results in distributions which follow satisfactorily the presented model, scaled appropriately (with the exception of isolated highly energetic events). Nevertheless, it is suggested that a detailed comparison between observables could possibly speak about different underlying effects. Another such plausible investigation would be on the influence of individual planets' motion, primarily Jupiter.
By repeating the use of the average increase in the displacement between the two Gaussian components, the model is extended over the next years (Fig.5) .
During both the ongoing and the next cycle, two Jupiter-Saturn Gaussians will overlap with the projected internal Gaussian, a case which did not occur in the three recorded whole cycles. However, although the core of the presented model is the common area of the two components, it is seen that activity also occurs outside that area in time ranges where both components remain substantial (Fig.4.b) . Therefore, the double overlap can be reasonably expected to lead to a cycle 25 with spread-out activity characterised by two detached peaks, and in any case with intensity comparable to that of the current one.
Although this point about other time ranges is not quantified yet, it had resulted in the expectation of a surge in activity before cycle 24 finishes (Petrakou, 2017), as the two gas giants start approaching anew. This expectation is compatible with the activity in the second half of 2017 ( The uncertainties are applied in quadrature with their effect shown in Fig.4 .b.
Appendix B. Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to examine whether a satisfactory agreement between the data and the overlapping of the two used Gaussian distributions could arise randomly as a result of their staggering, or if it is indeed linked to the two planets' synodic period.
The average time length between consecutive Jupiter-Saturn alignments is 3,634 days. By letting this length vary arbitrarily, while keeping the timing of the internal components fixed, the model can be re-calculated for an arbitrary staggering between its two Gaussian components. Thus the length is iterated between 2,000 and 5,000, with a step of 30 days, and each resulting distribution is tested for compatibility to the observations. The compatibility is checked by applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the pair of predicted and observed distributions over the whole available time range, thus obtaining a value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance for each step of the varied time length.
The minimum value of the distance indicates the time length which results in a distribution most compatible with the data. This occurs at a well-defined global minimum of 3,680 days, i.e. 1.3% away from the actual value (Fig.B.6 ).
If one takes into account the natural oscillation of 2% in the synodic period, then the minimum falls well within the associated uncertainty. 
